v11: Key Features and Benefits
HCL wants to protect your application investment in Domino and prove it’s the smart choice for future
low-code app-dev decisions. This newest version, v11, represents a major milestone in HCL’s commitment
to the Domino application platform to transform over 10 million enterprise-grade apps powering business
for more than 15,000 customers and the next generation of solutions.
Here are the significant capabilities you can expect with this latest release:

Feature

Benefit

Business Value

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Build apps 6070% faster.
(H1 2020)

Anyone in IT can build web-based data
capture forms and workflows using data
from Excel, SharePoint, multiple data
sources, or from scratch.

Add a low-code tool to your IT team’s
arsenal on a secure platform you trust with
HCL Domino Volt available for v10 and v11.

Go mobile with
zero-effort.

Existing HCL Domino applications now run
on Android and iPhone with zero effort with
HCL Nomad.

Same apps, great security, and offline
capabilities — now available on mobile.

Imagine new
solutions from
database push
notifications.

Get notified of real-time changes in your
Domino environment using the new Event
Publisher.

Database push notifications become mobile
alerts, they can trigger new processes, and
create new elastic search and compliance
solutions.

Faster view
search
performance
2-4X faster.

2-4X faster view searches, compared to v10.
Plus, DQL leverages full-text search for 100X
faster results with the new Contains operator.

Find documents using a single DQL query
rather than writing thousands of lines of
LotusScript code.

EASIER ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT
Enterprise
authentication
and access
simplified.

Eliminate inconsistencies and manual
employee additions and updates with
Microsoft Active Directory and Domino
Directory synchronization.

Admins can focus on registering new
Domino app (or mail) users when Active
Directory is the single source of truth for
authentication.

Lower the
cost of storing
employee mail
attachments.

Push your DAOS objects to AWS S3compliant two-tier cloud storage and realize
important cost savings.

Automatically cut costs by up to 80% when
you implement policies to move old objects
to AWS’s “glacial storage.”

Insightful
Domino server
performance
monitoring.

Our new partnership with Panopta now
makes it easy to identify the right action
(every time) to accelerate problemresolution and keep your servers running.

Admins get alerts about their server
performance and dashboards to aid in faster
issue detection, diagnosis, and resolution.

NEW MAIL EXPERIENCES
Streamlined v11
mail experience.

Updated templates mean faster navigation
with fewer clicks; organized notifications
keep you focused.

Save time as Notes v11 only reveals the
things you use the most in mail, calendar and
contacts, until you need those extra options.

One meeting,
eight people,
three companies.
No problem.

Approved Contact and OnTime partnerships
now mean you can find the right time for a
meeting (every time) without unnecessary
emails and phone calls.

Fully compatible with HCL Notes, HCL Verse
On-Premises, Microsoft Outlook, G-Suite, and
Microsoft O365.

Upgrade to v11

